About me!

-Junior studying Agroecology and Landscape Design
-On my 2nd term of SGA as the Chair of the Committee on the Environment
-My hometowns are Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and more recently Swampscott, MA
-Free time = reading, watching sports, being an intramural champ:)
-My UVM communities include SGA, Orientation, Campus Rec, Athletics, and UPB

Why I’m running:

-I love UVM! ...but there is much work to be done
-My widespread involvement and work on campus has led me to be qualified for this position
-To strengthen the relationship between SGA and the student body
-To increase resources for students and clubs
-To hold admin and SGA accountable to students’ needs
-To advocate for the student voice, especially those with marginalized communities

What I have been up to:

-I proposed legislation to address opioid overdoses in the Burlington community which resulted in the bill H.705
-Addressing the lack of response and resources provided to marginalized communities on campus
-Developing a peer training course on preventing interpersonal violence at UVM, a result of student protest and action
-Served on multiple hiring committees as a student voice
-Working on an on campus thrift store aimed at reducing the waste we send to landfill

I want to be YOUR SGA President!